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“Yvonne, I know you didn‟t live well these couple of years but you don‟t have to defraud 

money out of the firm. Did you truly believe I can‟t translucent your purposes even if I‟m old 

with bad vision?” 

Grandma Sue neglected Samuel‟s words since she did not think the cash came from him. It 

was impossible to think so. 

” Grandma, my solution will certainly remain the very same. 

If you do not trust me, you can audit the accounts at any time.” Yvonne fearlessly took a 

look at Grandma Sue. 

Grandmother Sue did not expect Yvonne to be so adamant. Yvonne could afford to be this 

certain since the other member of the family were doing the same also. 

Hence, she risked to ask Granny Sue to examine the accounts. She had actually made a 

mistake herself yet wished to drag every person down the mud. 

Grandmother Sue knew extremely well that the repercussion would certainly be even worse 

if the accounts were investigated. 

The corruption numbers of every household would after that be subjected to every person. 

It would be extremely clear whose family had actually gotten the larger pie or smaller pie. 

The one having the smaller sized pie will certainly be envious and awkward. 

 

They would likely consider methods to dupe more cash from the company in the future and 

the company would certainly remain in a mess as well as collapse. 

” Yvonne, I didn‟t anticipate you to be such a person, I have actually undervalued you all 

these years.” Yvonne Sue was pushed by the fact that Grandmother Sue would certainly not 

dare to examine the accounts. 

The detailed entrapping was remarkable in Grandmother Sue‟s viewpoint. She did not 

expect Yvonne‟s believing to be so precise. 

Previously Yvonne strove in the company without issues even when she had to service 

tedious tasks. 



 

Grandmother Sue believed she was a simple-minded individual. She lastly observed the 

reality that Yvonne was a shrewd woman, which she had a formidable and also deep 

sagacity within her. 

She was a wolf in sheep‟s apparel, with the ability of such savage acts. 

” Grandma! I recognize it‟s pointless no matter exactly how I clarify. 

” The truth?” Harvey talked to a sad face. “The reality was that you have taken one million 

funds from the firm‟s accounts as well as reject to confess!” 

” Harvey, shut up!” Granny Sue coldly advised him. 

Granny Sue‟s mindset relatively suggested that she was going to let Yvonne go. This was the 

chance to discourage Yvonne from being the person-in-charge. 

The partnership with Weakriver Property was finalized. In Harvey‟s perspective, even if the 

person-in-charge, Yvonne, was changed unexpectedly, it will certainly be difficult for 

Weakriver Real Estate to back away and also finish their collaboration promptly. 

At that time, he would certainly become the next person-in-charge when Yvonne was 

dismissed. 

In such a short time, Yvonne had actually taken a million and Harvey envied of that. To him, 

Yvonne flaunted as well as paraded her riches openly, as well as therefore led to this 

outcome. 

If she were extra low-profile, that would recognize she had done all these? 

” Grandma, if you allow Yvonne go this time around, just how do you manage the others 

who „d commit the same criminal activity in the future?” 

Harvey spoke with disgruntlement. 

Grandma Sue clinched her teeth as well as coldly gazed towards Harvey. “Do you want me 

to inspect each of the deals in these past few years?” 

If the accounts were investigated and also inspected, it would certainly be more than the 

quantity Yvonne had actually taken. Grandma Sue must not check the accounts! 

The remainder of the crowd reduced their heads and did not risk to talk after paying 

attention to Grandma Sue‟s words. 

Bullets struck those who stand out. People who raised their voices would certainly be 

inspected. Who could then leave? 



” Beginning consuming!” Grandmother Sue instructed everyone and also nobody dared to 

mention this once more. 

Every relative had their very own estimations and also motive. The manipulative strategy did 

job of tossing every person else under the bus, being screwed with each other, and tough 

Grandmother Sue to audit the accounts, struck the Achilles‟ heel of every person. 

They had no choice yet to accept it. 

After dinner, Harvey Sue as well as a couple of Su Family members younger descendants 

gathered together in the back garden as well as were all clenching their teeth in anger and 

irritation. 

” Yvonne had actually mounted us up this time as well as dragged all of us down the mud 

together with her.” Yara‟s expression was twisted as well as she had the same intent as 

Harvey– to utilize this incident to pressure and subdue Yvonne. 

She did not anticipate Yvonne took care of to leave this round. 

Harvey smirked. I did not anticipate her to come up with such a method. 

” Harvey, this lady has to not be kept for long. 

You won‟t not know what kind of scheme she would have in her sleeves to mount you or 

deal with against you,” Yara advised him. 

” Don‟t stress, I won‟t let that happen. 

Hereafter month, I‟ll be able to return to the business. Back then, I need to show her my 

ability to subdue her,” Harvey Sue bragged. 

Among the Sue Family‟s children wondered and asked, “What do every one of you think? 

What home can Yvonne get?” 

Yara grunted with giggling. “What type of houses can she buy? Even if she had taken some 

cash from the firm, I‟m sure she was not that dauntless to take so much cash. Two autos set 

you back practically a million. 

I‟m thinking she possibly ripped off two million from the firm and the equilibrium money 

must be for the brand-new house that they obught.” 

” You may be right.” Harvey responded his head in agreement. 

Yvonne‟s method was without a doubt clever. However, she may not be that strong as well 

as too much. Grandmother could be patient and allowed her to take some money from the 

firm yet there was a restriction to the perseverance. 



Yvonne must be very clear on this. 

” Relating to just how the house appears like, we‟ll know when it pertains to the fifteenth of 

next month. Because your home has been exposed, I make sure she will certainly invite us 

over.” 

 


